Hello ladies!

First and foremost, thank you for your willingness to contribute your time and efforts to the cause for Hazel Park School children. We sincerely appreciate you!

My name is Robin Dunlop, the proud Nana of a Hazel Park Jr. High 8th grader (as of 9/2020), and have been sewing since I was 12 yrs. old-taught by my British-born Nana (from the Victorian era!). I’m happy to assist with any questions you may have with these instructions. Contact Stephanie Dulmage or Amy Kruppe for contact information-again, thank you! 😊

There are 2 styles that I’ve included for you to review and choose from.

**#2 – Simple Rectangle/no wire**

Measurements & supplies needed: Best to use Size 14 Sharp or Universal Needle, 100% cotton fabric is best, poly-cotton is good with mostly cotton content.

- **Size Small:** 4.5” high X 7.5” wide  
  Elastic: 2 pcs each 4.5”
- **Size Med:** 5.25” high X 7.5” wide  
  Elastic: 2pcs each 5.5”
- **Size Large:** 6.5” high X 8.5 wide  
  Elastic: 2pcs 6.5”
Fold fabric to only the height of the pattern size making, place pattern on fold, cut out on the 3 sides, then cut across the fold for your 2 pieces needed.

On the short length sides, place the elastic ‘facing to the inside’ about 1” down from corner, stitch down the side to 1” from the bottom with the other end of elastic at that point-being careful not to twist the elastic.
Place second layer over the elastic piece, securing each of 4 ends of elastic with a pin so they don’t roll inward.

Starting at 2” from bottom on side approximately ½” from edge, stitch to corner, turn to continue, sew a few stitches, back stitch then continue to next corner. Back stitch at each corner to secure. Stop at 2” down from top of same side you started leaving an opening to turn right side out.
Clip each corner by ½, leaving about ¼”, and a bit off the sides coming towards the corner.
Turn, press and pleat as you are sewing. Each pleat is about 1” total. ½” folded. Both about ½’ apart, just ‘eye’ it, doesn’t need to be exact. Remember, as you get to the other side, you will fold the pleat in the opposite direction so the sides match.

That’s it! You probably won’t invest more than 15 min. at most per mask!

Thank you for your willingness and time to help our children!!!